
Redemption: Your Body is a TEMPLE 
Or do you not know that your body is the temple of  the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have from God, and 
you are not your own? For you were bought at a price; therefore glorify God with your body. 1 Corinthians 6:19-20 

I. Introduction 

And make a sanctuary for me, and I will dwell in the midst of  them, according to all that I show you—the pattern of  the 
tabernacle and the pattern of  all its equipment—and so you will do. Ex. 25:8-9 

II. Definitions 

A. Mishkan - Tabernacle 

mishkan: dwelling place, tabernacle 
Original Word: מִשְּׁכָן 
Part of  Speech: Noun Masculine 
Transliteration: mishkan 
Phonetic Spelling: (mish-kawn') 
Short Definition: tabernacle 

Root: shakan or shaken: to settle down, abide, dwell 
Original Word: שָׁכַן 
Part of  Speech: Verb 
Transliteration: shakan or shaken 
Phonetic Spelling: (shaw-kan') 
Short Definition: dwell 

B. Tabnit - Pattern 

	 tabnith: construction, pattern, figure 
	 Original Word: תַּבְנִית 
	 Part of  Speech: Noun Feminine 
	 Transliteration: tabnith 
	 Phonetic Spelling: (tab-neeth') 
	 Short Definition: likeness 
	  
	 Root: banah: to build 
	 Original Word: ּבָנָה 
	 Part of  Speech: Verb 
	 Transliteration: banah 
	 Phonetic Spelling: (baw-naw') 
	 Short Definition: built 



	  
C. Tselem - Image 

	 tselem: an image 
	 Original Word: צֶ֫לֶם 
	 Part of  Speech: Noun Masculine 
	 Transliteration: tselem 
	 Phonetic Spelling: (tseh'-lem) 
	 Short Definition: images 
	 	  

D. Binah - Understanding  

	 binah: an understanding 
	 Original Word: ּבִינָה 
	 Part of  Speech: Noun Feminine 
	 Transliteration: binah 
	 Phonetic Spelling: (bee-naw') 
	 Short Definition: understanding 
	  

III. The Body and The Building 

A. The people inside 

B. those outside 

C. those who sacrifice 

D. those who have an indirect role 

E. Different temples but not different 

IV. Understanding the Pattern 

They serve at a copy and shadow of  the heavenly sanctuary. That is why Moses was warned when he was about 
to build the tabernacle, "See to it that you make everything according to the pattern shown you on the mountain.” 
Exodus 25:40 

According to all that I shew thee, after the pattern of  the tabernacle, and the pattern of  all the instruments thereof, 
even so shall ye make it.  Exodus 25:9 



"And He said to me, 'Son of  man, this is the place of  My throne and the place of  the soles of  My feet, where I 
will dwell in the midst of  the children of  Israel forever.  No more shall the house of  Israel defile My holy name. ... 
Son of  man, describe the temple to the house of  Israel, that they may be ashamed of  their iniquities; and let them 
measure the pattern. And if  they are ashamed of  all that they have done, make known to them the design of  the 
temple and its arrangements, its exits and its entrances, its entire design and all its ordinances, all its forms, and all 
its laws.  Write it down in their sight, so that they may keep its whole design and all its ordinances, and perform 
them. This is the law of  the temple:  The whole area surrounding the mountaintop is most holy.  Behold, this is the 
law of  the temple.' "  Ezekiel 43:7-12 

V. Heritage Defintion 

VI. The Temple function and the function of  the family 

A. Adhering to the pattern brings salvation. The pattern leads to the 

manifestation of  the actual thing we seek 

B. The cycle of  order doesn't change 

C. In the universe the first function if  to do and then experience. 

One cannot experience anything first hand until it is done 

physically. Everything that is spiritual must first be physical



The Function of the Tabernacle/ Temple is equally masculine and feminine 

***See the words on the outline for feminine and masculine function
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